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ABSTRACT
The new phase of space exploration involves a growing number of human and robotic space missions to remote
planets with varying communication and service requirements. Due to the critical nature of the missions,
security is a very important requirement that needs to be addressed. Among primary security requirements are
user authentication and message integrity that are needed to ensure that the data in the network is transmitted
without unauthorized modifications between the source and destinations, and that data from only authorized
network nodes are accepted by other nodes. In this paper we focus on the issue of user authentication and data
integrity for a specific space network architecture supporting lunar exploration. We consider a hybrid network
consisting of a terrestrial network on Earth, a network on the lunar surface, and a satellite constellation that
connects the two surface networks. The lunar network comprises sensor nodes serviced by stationary gateways
and mobile robotic vehicles with sensing capability, while the network on Earth is envisioned as a combination
of private and public networ:ks. The problem of authentication in this network is co~plex due to the presence
of nodes with varying capabilities in terms of computation strength, storage and energy. The nodes on .Earth
and the gateways on the lunar surface would have higher computation and energy capabilities compared to the
satellites and the sensor nodes. In this situation, an authentication protocol that is optimized to the strengths
and limitations of the different classes of nodes would be most suited. We focus on a solution that will operate
under the constraints of the space environment (delay, limited energy, limited processing capability at remote
nodes). We present a framework for user authentication and data integrity based on an authentication algorithm
that makes use of symmetric certificates and hash chains of keys used to compute Message Authentication Codes,
to provide asymmetric authentication capabilities to the network nodes. nodes with more resources. We give a
detailed description of the authentication protocol we develop for this network and p~ovide an analysis of the
security of the protocol by considering various types of passive and active attacks. We also highlight the savings
incurred in terms of processing, storage and network bandwidth, which we get in using the proposed protocol in
comparison to standard public-key authentication protocols.

Keywords: Space mission network, 8eD8Or nodes, satellite broadcast, user authentication, message integrity,
public-key cryptography, symmetric cryptography, hash chains.

1. INTRODUCTION

The future of space exploration envisions missions to remote planets to establish permanent outposts that would
be connected to networks on Earth. The resulting network would be a hierarchical hybrid mesh, comprising
networks on the remote planetary surface, connected to networks on Earth by high-speed satellite backbones
that would act as "information highways" to transfer mission telemetry and control information from command
centers on Earth, and also relay data from the planetary networks to nodes on Earth. 1. 2 Such a network would

have sensor nodes, humans, fixed and mobile robotic vehicles in. the planetary network, while the network on
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Earth would be a combination of private mission control networks and users connected through public Internet-
like networks to the satellite gateways. The space component would include satellite constellations that might
be interconnected to form a network in space. The capabilities of the planetary nodes would vary widely - from
very resource-limited sensor nodes to the base stations and robotic vehicles with higher processing power, storage
and energy. The terrestrial nodes would also be' similarly varied, but on average would have higher capabilities
than the planetary nodes, and easier to control and to adapt to changes in the network environment.

Security is a major component of any network and in this case is a critical and complex requirement. Only
the mission control center on Earth and other authorized terrestrial users should be able to send messages to the
remote network. and the collected data from the planetary network should be accessible only to mission control
(and possibly to other involved scientists in external networks). and no other entity. Therefore suitable security
mechanisms should be in place to ensure that (a) the satellites and/or the remote network do not accept spurious
command and control messages from unauthorized entities on Earth, and (b) the data sent by the planetary
network is accessible only to authorized entities on Earth. This requires that the nodes in the network be able
to authenticate the source of command messages, and verify the integrity of the messages to ensure they are
not modified in transit. The traffic should also be encrypted so that unauthorized entities cannot read anything
meaningful from the satellite transmissions.

The authentication, message integrity and encryption algorithms implemented in the network should be fine-
tuned for the peculiar characteristics of the network. Due to the 'differences in the .capabilities of the network
nodes, not all would be able to execute similar security algorithms with the same performance. Standard security
protocols employed for end-to-end communication in terrestrial networks would fare poorly in the space setting.
For example, the terrestrial gateways and the remote planetary gateways would be able to process public-key
cryptographic algorithms much more efficiently than the sensor nodes and the satellites, given their supel'ior
co"Inputation capabilities. It is therefore important to develop for such a network security protocols that operate
within the constraints of space environment (limited power/computational ability of the nodes). The security
architecture should allow different algorithms and protocols to <XHOOst in different segmenis of the network, and
to inter-operate seamlessly to ensure efficient end-to-end performance.

In this paper we foc\lS on the problem of user authentication and message integrity for a lunar mission
network that can be considered representative of future space networks. We propose that user authentication
and message integrity for the sensor nodes in the lunar surface, the satellites and similar devices with resource
constraints should be secure but lightweight. The algorithms should minimize the energy expenditure and the
computation power required of the nodes. In parallel, stronger cryptographic algorithms (for example, public
key cryptography) can be used for nodes with higher resources. Therefore the end-~ end authentication and
message integrity protocols should allow different algorithms to <XHOOst and inter-operate in different segments
of the network. We have propoeed an algorithm for authentication and message integrity in resource-constrained
devices that is ideally suited for the sensor Jletwork in our proposed topology.3 Named extended TESLA
certifico.tes, the algorithm is based on authentication using TESLA key hash chains4.5 and its extension to
a certificate infrastructure.S.7 Our algorithm makes use of public-~' cryptography on a limited scale to
perform initial bootstrapping of the nodes. Authentication and message integrity at the nodes is done using
symmetric cryptography-based certificates which are computation and energy-friendly. The algorithm requires
a certificate authority with higher capabilities reachable by all the users in the network. The algorithm can be
implemented also in a hierarchical manner, with one infrastructure at the level of the "weakest" nodes, and a
second infrastructure at a higher level involving the nodes with more powerful resources. Based on this algorithm,
we describe an instantiation of end-~end unicast user authentication and message integrity protocols for thelunar space network thai we consider. '. .

'"' ,P.' ---

~

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we give a brief description of the lunar network we
consider. The TESLA and TESLA certificate algorithms are reviewed in section 3. We give a description of our
authentication protocol for the lunar network architecture in section 4. Security and performance analyses of
the authentication protocol are in section 5. We conclude the paper in section 6 with a discussion of our current
and future work on this topic.

-
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2. DESCRIPTION OF THE NETWORK TOPOLOGY
. We give a brief description of the lunar netWork topology since the type of security protocols to implement depend

largely on the characteristics of the network. We make certain assumptions about the network characteristics
because the mission requirements are not yet widely known. We divide the network into three segments - the 11.inar

surface network, the space satellite component, and the terrestrial network, and we follow a modular "bottom-
up" approach, specifying the network starting with the topology on the lunar surface, and then extending it to
Earth. .

2.1. The lunar network

We design the lunar surface network to be comprised of sensor nodes serviced by stationary gateways and mobile
robotic vehicles with sensing capability. The sensors are grouped into clusters based on their geographical location
and radio range proximitY. to one another. Each group of sensor nodes has a satellite gateway/base station (BS)
that aggregates the data collected by the sensor nodes in its range. There might be multiple base stations that
can communicate wirelessl¥ with one another. The base stations can also communicate with a lunar satellite
constellation orbiting the moon. The satellite constellation relay's the. data collected from the base stations to
networks on Earth. The network is managed frani a dedicated. control center on Earth that can send remote
commands via satellite uplink. A schematic of the lunar network is given in Fig. 1.

Each 8eJlSOr node has limited processing power and storage, to perform basic sensing applications and Store
several megabytes of data. The energy .of each sensor node is renewable, based on solar sources. We make the
important assumption that the network supports IP protocol in our model. Therefore, an IP address is associated
with each node, and each-also supports ad hoc routing protocols. We assume that the sensor nodes can support
different security functions. However, due to the limitations on computation power and storage, public-key
cryptography is not suitable since it makes heavy demands on computation, energy and memory to store keys,
for resource constrained devices. Therefore we assume that the sensor nodes support public-key cryptography on
a limited scale, primarily for bootstrapping security functions. Otherwise, for all security applications, the sensor
nodes support symmetric cryptographic algorithms for encryption, authentication and data integrity, which are
much less computation and energy intensive. The security algorithms are encoded in software and hardware in
the sensor nodes and such functionality is re-configurable by do,mloading new software from the base stations.
The important parameters in the function of a sensor node are: lifetime (Le., energy), maximizing data collection,
and maximizing the data transfer.

Figure 1. Schematic of lunar surface network
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Each base station can also act as a sensor and collect data itself, whi<;h it sends to the orbiting constellation.
We assume that the base stations have higher processing power, more storage and higher energy compared to
ordinary sensor nodes. Each base station is IP-addressable and supports ad. hoc routing protocols. The baBe
stations can be either fixed or mobile. The fixed base stations are mostly similar to fixed satellite p;ateways. The

- -mOblJe base stations are robotic vehicles with movement patterns determined by mission control on Earth. A
base station may service multiple clusters. Each base station is capable of content caching, and can store data
locally, to be transmitted at a later time to the sensor nodes or to the satellite. The base stations support both
public key cryptographic operations and symmetric cryptographic operations.

2.2. The space network. .
We assume a constellation of six satellites in orbit around the moon that. provides total coverage to the l~
surface network. The satellites collect data from the base stations, and relay the collected data directly to the
gateways on Earth. The satellites also relay command and control data from Earth to the base stations. and. ..-. subsequently downloaded to the sensor nodes as needed. Each lunar satellite supports multiple spot-beams, and

has a switch for onboard processing of the data. E8.ch satellite is associated with an IP address, is capable of
supporting security functionalities for both public key and symmetric cryptography and is a1so capable of content
caching.

2.3. The terrestrial network
Aschematic of the terrestrial network is given in Fig. 2. There are multiple satellite gateways on Earth connected
to the lunar constellation. In the terrestrial segment, the gateways connect to the mission control center and
the associated private network of the mission operators. The private network is connected to the open Internet
through high-speed terrestrial links, with suitable protection by network mewalls. External wired or wireless
LANs can receive authorized mission data by connecting via the Internet. The user nodes in the wireless LANs
are typically mobile devices with processing power, storage and energy limited in comparison to nodes in wired
LANs or the private miSsion networks. All the access points and mobile nodes have IP addresses and support
ad hoc routing protocols.

The access points are capable of public key and symmetric key security operations and have no constraints
on computation, storage or energy. The user nodes might have limited computation power, storage capacity
and energy (for example, PDAs). We assume these nodes are also capable of both public key and symmetric
key operations, though to preserve energy and for efficient computation, symmetric cryptographic operations are
preferred.

Jr.
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Figure 2. Schematic of the terrestrial network
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Figure 3. TESLA key generation

~.
3. REVIEW OF TESLA AND TESLA CERTIFICATE

3.1.TESLA Broadcast Authentication Protocol
The TESLA broadcast authentication protocol4.5 represents a fundamental paradigm shift in source authenti-
cation in a group setting. TESLA achieves asymmetric authentication between a source and receivers through
the use of symmetric cryptographic Message Authentication Code (MAC) functions. The asymmetry is obtained
through the delayed disclosure of the authentication keys. We give a brief description of TESLA in the following

paragraphs.
TESLA divides the time of transmission by the source !nto n intervals of equal duration. The source generates

a random ~y seed Sn for interval n, and computes a one-way hash chain by repeatedly applying a one-way
function Fl to an. The. number of elements of the hash chain correspond to the number of intervals tha:t the
SOUrce transmits. Toe source computes the MAC computation key for each time interval by applying a second
one-way function F2 to each element of the hash chain. The functions F1, F2 are publicly-available and knownto all the receivers. The algorithm is illustrated in fig. 3. .

The sender useS the keys in the reverse order of their generation, that is, starting with K 1 in interval 1,
followed by K2 in interval 2, and so' on. Owing to the one-way property of Fl and F2' it is computationally
iDfeasible for any node to generate Si knowing Ki, or to generate SHI knowing St. The sender l:5ootstraps the
hash chain by broadcasting to all the receivers the anchor element of the chain, for example So, signed with its
private key (in case of public-key based bootstrapping), or by encrypting So with the secret key it shares with

each receiver in the network (for symmetric-key based bootstrapping).
. For each packet generated in time slot i, the source uses the authentication key Ki to compute a.MAC on the
packet. The MAC is then appended to the packet, which is transmitted to the receiver(s). When a node receives
a packet, it first checks whether the packet is fresh, that is, it was sent in a time interval whose corresponding
TESLA key has not been disclosed. This is the fund~ntal security criterion in TESLA. Each receiver discards
any packet that does not meet the security criterion, arid buffers only the packets that satisfy the freshness
condition. The receiver cannot authenticate the packets immediately since it does not know the corresponding
key Ki. The sender discloses the key Ki at a later instant in time by broadcasting the corresponding key seed
St. Upon receiving s~, each receiver first verifies the authenticity of 5i by checking 8i !i.. 8i-1 (and therefore

ultimately verifying against the anchor element So which has already been authenticated). IT Si verifies correctly,
each receiver can compute Ki: Si !2.. Ki and subsequently use the computed' Ki to verify the MAC on the
packets received during interval i.

Once Si is disclosed, any node with knowledge of Si can compute Ki and attempt to masquerade as the
sender by forging ~IACs using K,. Therefore, Ki is used to compute MACs on packets generated only during
the interval i, other time intervals use different keys to compute the MACs. The key seed Si is disclosed only
d time slots after i so that no malicious node can compute Ki and forge packets in the intervening period. d
is computed based on the maximum network delay from the source to all the receivers. This is the principle of

delayed disclosure of keys.
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The major advantage of TESLA in this regard is that it allows similar authentication through the use of
computationally efficient MAC functions, and is therefore very attractive for authentication in devices of limited
capabilities.

3.2. TESLA Certificates
The idea of certificates based on TESLA was proposed in.4 The idea has been formalized to form a TESLA-
based PKI in.1I In the algorithm described in,1I there is a certificate authority CA who creates certificates for
an entity B. A low-powered device D contacts B to use its service. The CA and B initially share a secret key
KCA,S. During time slot n, the CA generates authentication keyaKsn for B to use to compute the MAC on
its messages in that interval. The CA creates a certificate CertCA.. (B) to bind aKsn to B for interval n. The
CA.uses its TESLA key tKCA.. to encrypt aKs.. in the certificate, and U8eS the same key to compute a MAC
on the different fields in the certificate.

CertCA.. (B) - (IDB, {aKs.. }cKCA", n + d, M ACtKcA" (~.» (I)

Equation 1 represents the TESLt\. certificate for node B. aKBn is known only to the CA and B during period
n. while tKCAn is known only to the CA. n + d indicates the time at which the CA will disclose tKCA.. to the
nodes, that is, it is the expiration time of the certificate. The CA sends CertCAn (B) to B alongwith aKBn'
which is encrypted with KCA,B. .

'When D receives the authentication message, it checks the timestamp of CenCA.. (B) to make sure it has
arrived before time n +d, when the CA discloses tKCA... IT the certificate is "fresh", D buffers the authentication
packet. At time n + D, the CA discloses its TESLA key tKCA... Upon receiving the key, D verifies CenCA.. (B)
by checking the MAC in the certificate using tKCA... if the MAC verifies correctly, D obtains B'S authentication
key aKB.. hom the certificate by decrypting with tKcA..' Subsequently, D checks M ACGK... (reque8t) to verify
the authenticity of B. Therefore, D is able to verify the identity of B only if it receives CertcA.. (B) before
n + d. Once the CA discloses its TESLA key tKCA.., any node could forge a certificate for the time interval n.

A TESLA certificate allows a node B to add authentication to packets for a single period in time. As the
authors mention in,fS the lifetime of the certificate is Short. Therefore, a source node B that transmits for
multiple time intervals will need several TESLA certificates from the CA. H there are many sources that send
data over long intervals, this can add up to a substantial overhead.

4. AUTHENTICATION PROTOCOL FOR UNlCAST COMMUNICATION

Our objective is to desistn an end-to-end user authentication protocol that allows any receiver iIi the network- - --
to securely authenticate messages from a sender node with limited expenditure of processing power and energy.
In particular, we consider the receiver to be located in the lunar network, for example a sensor node, which
receives a certain command from an authorized node located in the terrestrial mission network. We assume
that the nodes do not have any pre-existing security information about one another. However, all the nodes
have access to an online certificate authority, and all the nodes are looee1y time-synchronized with the CA. The
CA can communicate with the entire network simultaneously through wireless broadcast channels. The wireless
tr&flsmiesion channels are assumed to be error-free, so that cOntrol messages or data packets do not get lost. We
also 888ume that appropriate policies are in place to allow each node to lleCUfely identify itself to the CA during
the initial bootstrapping phase, and each node A shares a unique secret key K C A,A with the CA.
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The receiver does not need to trust the source or have any prior information about the sourt
requirement, as stated above, is that the receiver trust the CA. We assume that one-way functions
derived from pseudo-random function (PRF) families, are publicly available.

In designing the authentication protocol, we need to keep in mind the following design con

requirements:

. We assume the sensor nodes would have significantly lower processing power than any terres1
the lunar base stations/satellite gateways.

. The energy available to the lunar nodes, either sensor nodes or the base stations, is limited i

in time.

. There is a significant propagation delay (of the order of 1.4 seconds2) in one-way transmiss

space segment.

. The security algorithms should be adaptable, i.e., they should be designed such that they can
in the future.

We design our authentication algorithm based on TESLA certificates that would allow the sen
da-u&er authentication and message integrity- efficientJXJlhile maintaining strong security. In. cc
constraints discussed above, we modify the TESLA cen:~ate algorithm to allow each certificate h
lifetime, by incorporating hash chains into TESLA certificates. We a.lso introduce two CAs - a 'tE
(CAe) being located at the mission control center on Earth, and a lunar CA (CArn) located at a sate
on the Moon. The nodes in the terrestrial network share:long-term secrets with CAe, while the node:
network share long-term secrets with CArn. The two CAs are connected to one another via a secUI
control channel over the satellite links with key KCA.,CAm, and they share all security infor:mat
another. When a terrestrial node wants a TESLA certificate, it requests CAe to generate one. Six
a lunar node wants a TESLA certificate, it requests CAm.

In the following sections, we describe in brief the protocol operations when a terrestrial node A ~
authenticated messages to a lunar node B. We start with a description of how the TESLA certiti
generated by CAe, with the hash chain extension that extends the lifetime of the certificate.

4.1. Bootstrapping of the SoUrce Node and the Certificate Authority
We make use of the TESLA key chain generation described in. 4,5
.random seed SA,n and applies one-way function Pi to SA,n to form a hash chain:

The value n depends on the number of time intervals in which A expects to be a source. If th
each time interval is 6., and the total time of .4's transmission is T, we have n = !- A subsequen1

~. ~ - ~ ~
SA,O --- ~.A.1 - ,.. - 8A,n-l - "A,n

1 F2 .. 1T2 "'. 1 F2 1 F2

J I I I
SA,O SA,l ... SA,n-l SA,n

In time period to. A sends 8A,O to CAe (encrypted with the long-term key KCA,A that A sh
CA) for obtaining a TESLA certificate.

A -t.CAe : {s~,O}KCA,A

to each key SA" generated above and obtains the output sA.i'

Initially, the source node}
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r
On successful verification of A/s identity, C A.. generates a TESLA certificate for A:

CertcA (A) = (IDA! {&A,ohKcAo'to + d!MAC~KcAO (..)} t'it.
I

I
Here d is the key disclosure delay for the CA TESLA signature key, and tKcA.,o is the CA MAC key for tht'

time period (to, to + d). The key disclosure delay and the time interval for using each key is computed taking
into account the large propagation delay over the satellite links. The propagation delay being approxill1att'ly
constant, that can just be added as an offset in the comDutation of the disclosure delay,

tKCA,o is generated by the CA using the one-way chain algorithm. The CA starts with an initial seed 8C.-\.1t"
and generates tK C A,O as follows:

~A.O

tKCA,O" ... tKCA,n-l tKCA,n

It is to be noted that from the perspective of the user node A or B, there is no difference in whetlwr tht"
certificate is generated by CAe or CAm since both are equally trusted (the two CAs can be looked upon as
replicated copies of one another to address the problem of long propagation delay). CAe sends CertCA (A) to .4,
and at the same time securely transmits to C Am over the dedicated secure channel the certificate for A along1\'ith
tKcA.,o.

CAe - Cam: {CertCA. (A) ,tKCA.,O}KcA..CAm" (9)

CAe - A: {Certc~ (A)}KcA (lO)

Tbe message is actually transmitted over the satellite link to the lunar satellite gateway, which forwards the
message to sensor node B. B Checks the freshness of the certificate by checking the timestamp of Gene A (.4)
to make sure it bas arrived before time to + d. If GenCA (A) bas arrived within (to, to + d), B stores Mo in its
buffer, else B discards the message.

Checking the timestamp on CertCA (A) is critical for the security of our algorithm. Once the CA discloses
8CA.O at time to + d, any node in the network can create a fake certificate with timestamp to + d, allegedly
generated by the CA. Therefore receivers will only accept certificates for which the CA TESLA key has not been
disclosed at the time of receiving the certificate.

4.3. Message Authentication at Receiver
At time to + d, CAm broadcasts the key tKCA,O to the lunar network. Since our objective is to avoid public-key
cryptographic operations for the sensor nodes, to authenticate the broadcast to each receiver, C Am encrypts
tKCA,O with the long-term secret key it shares with each sensor node.

CA.. - i: {(tn. tn + d),'r.A_oh-,...Vi (12)

-'- --- .. -~-- -'- .t:_- - 1- ,- ~'-- '--- -- -- -~ .n__- . --- - - --- -- ~--"~"-
Receiver B checks the authenticity of the CA broadcast by verifying that the message has been encrypted

using KCA,S. If verification is successful, B checks the MAC on CertCA (A) using tKCA,O, which is derived from

BCA.n...

tKCA,n
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SCA,O that is obtained from (12). If the MAC is correct, B obtains SA,O from CertcA (A) by decrypting With'
tKCA,O' B then obtains sA,o from SA,O:

F2 ,SA,O -: SA,O (13)

and subsequently B checks MAC., (mo) using sA 0 and accepts mo if the MAC verifies correctly. B also stores
A.O '

in memory the CA key broadcast message (and therefore SCA,O)' CertCA (A) and the initial key SA,O of A's bash

chain.
Messages from A to B in subsequent time intervals use the corresponding key of A's key chain to compute

the MAC. A does not have to include its TESLA certificate in messages subsequent to Mo, under the assumption "

that every receiver has received Mo correctly. For example, in the period (t" t, + ~), message M, from A to B
would look like:

A - B: {M,IM,: (m"MAC., . (m,»)} (14)A.-

At time t, + d, A transmits SA" to B. B can check the correctness of SA" immediately by verifying SA,i .!l..

8A,'-1 ~ ... ~ SA,O. Since SA,O has already been verified, and F1 is a secure one-way function, the above check
will verify that SA,i belongs to A's key chain, However, if B wants to be additionally careful, it can verify SA.j
going through all the steps outlined above, using the CA key broadcast message and Certc.4. (A).

Thus all the messages from A to B can be authenticated using low-computation symmetric MACs. A afta
B do not need to perform clock synchronization directly with one another (their clocks can be synchronized
with their respective CAs), thereby saving on additional delay and protocol complexity (and possibly also on the
cyclical dependency between authentication and clock synchronization).

The CAs need not be on-line all the time and do not need to broadcast frequent key disclosure messages.
However, if the security policy demands st>, the CA can periodically generate new TESLA certificates for a source,

"iMd broadcast periodic key disclosure messages. After the initial key disclosure message from the CA signed with
' the stored long-term shared secrets, subsequent key disclosure messages from the CA can be authenticated using

one-way chains. For example, CA discloses the key SCA i in period (ti, t, + d). Receiver B can verify that SCA,;

belongs to CA's one-way chain: SCA,i ~ SCA,i-l ~'.oo .!i. SCA,O, where S~A,O has been verified previ~

from equation 12.
4.4. Revocation of TESLA Certificates ..

Tpe CA might need to broadcast a certificate revocation message at any time circumstances warrant that the
. TESLA certificate of a node has to be revoked. Assume the CA revokes the TESLA certificate of node A in the

time period (t" ti +d)~. Then}he CA broadcasts the following message to the network:

ii. CA-network:«ti,t,+d},REVOKE{CertcA(A»,SCA,i, 'MAC.CA,i+l("») . (15)

The receiver buffers the message and waits for the CA to disclose SCA,i+l' The traffic received from A in the
intermediate period is also buffered, awaiting the verification of the revocation message, due to the possibility
that the revocation message might be a fake.

The CA discloses SCA,Hl with the next message it broadcasts to the network. The receiver can verify the
authenticity of SCA,i+1 and therefore the revocation message by verifying the correctness of the one-way chain:

. Fl Fl Fl (16)SCA,;+l - SCA,; - .. - SCA,O

where Sc A,O has been verified from the' initial key disclosure broadcast mesSage of the CA, If the revocation
message is correctly' verified, the receiver discards the buffered messages from A and adds the sender to the

revoked users list.
The revocation message can be merged with the key disclosure message, the combined message can look like:

CA - j :{(t" t, + d), REVOKE{..), SCA,i, MAC.cA.,+1 (..)}KCA./v'j (17)
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where j is a receiver node, the REVOKE field will contain the TESLA certificates to be revoked, toe MAC
is computed on the revoked certificates and signing the message with the long-term secret KCA,j shared with
node j verifies SCA,; for any node j that might need the verification.

Non-repudiation is not provided by the authentication algorithm we have described in this Section, We are
currently investigating efficient additions to the algorithm to provide this important feature.

5. SECURITY AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

5.1. Security Analysis

The authentication protocol described in section 4 provides strong authentication and is resistant to active
att~cks by malicious nodes in the network. In the following, we discuss some attacks against the protocol. We
assume that CAe and C Am are always secure, since compromise of the CA is a single point of failure in the
network, and will nullify most security properties of our algorithm. .

5.1.1. Malicious Node with Connectivity to Source and Receiver

We consider the case where a malicious node in the network attempts to create fake packets from a source to the
. "receiver( s ). We assume that the malicious node X can hear packet transmissions from the actual source A, and

can also transmit to the receiver B. .x can also receive the broadcast messages from the CA. Therefore, shortly
.after time to + d, X has knowledge of CertCA (A), message Mo from A to B and SCA,O broadcast by CAe. X
can verify that sA.o belongs to the authentication hash chain of A by performing the verification procedure of
equation (13). Having obtained a verified element of A's authentication chain, X can attempt to spoof messages
as ~?!Iling from~, staring at time to + kf:1, where i .= k. To achieve this, X needs to generate SA.k from SA.O
where SA,k = Ft-"'{SA,O}. Due to the one-way property of Ft, this is computatioQ.ally infeasible for X, and is of

. complexity 0 (2K), where each element of the hash chain is K bits and K is assumed to be large. Without a

Valid SA,k. it would be impossible for X to spoof a message that would be successfully authenticated by B.

X could also attempt to spoof packets from A at any time between (to, to + <1). This would require that
X st\'ccessfully generate an element of A's hash chain without knowledge of any-legitimate element of the hash
chain. This has the same computational complexity of 0 (2K) and is computationally infeasible for any X with
finite resources.

Failing any attack on A's hash Chain as above, X could attempt to masquerade as the CA and generate a
fake certificate for A as in equation (7), and also generate fake CA key disclosure broadcast message similar to
equation (12). However, unless X knows the long term secrets that CAe shares with each node, it will not be
able to correctly sign the fake CertCA (A), aDd therefore the fake certificate will be rejected by A. Likewise,
the fake CA broadcast message from X will be rejected by the receivers unless the message is signed using the
long-term shared secret between the receiver and CArn. As Per our assumption of the security of the CA, the
shared'secret is known only to CArn and the receiver, and therefore X would not be successful in this .attack.

X could attempt to fake CA key disclosure messages subsequent to (12), but (a) the fake hash element SCAx.i
will not verify successfully to the anchor element SCA,O and (b) this still does not a.llow X to fake elements of A's
hash chain. At best, X would be able to confuse the receivers temporarily and therefore launch a DoS attack
for a limited time.

Once the CA has disclosed its TESLA key 8CA,i for period (ti, ti + d), any node in the network can create
a fake certificate, purportedly generated by the CA before ti + d, by computing tKCA,i from SCA,i' However,
when the fake certificate is sent to any receiver, it will arrive after time ti + d, and therefore be rejected, as per
the securio/ requirement in section 4.2.

5.1.2. Attack on the CA Revocation Messages

A malicious node X in the network can attempt to broadcast fake revocation messages, similar to (15), and
thereby attempt to diSqualify legitimate sources in the network. To generate a fake revocation message that will
be successfully accepted by the receivers, X should be able to compute a MAC on the fake revocation message
USing the key SCA,HI, with knowledge of at most the key SCA,i' Using reasoning similar to the previous section,
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owing to the one-way property of Fl, this has computational complexity 0 (2K) and is infeasible for X. At mast.
X can trick the receivers in buffering the fake revocation message, till the next message disclosure from the CA
when the MAC on the fake message will not verify correctly using the recently disclosed (correct) Be A.j+1, and .
therefore be discarded.

Based on the security analysis above, the extended TESLA certificate approach is secure against message
spoofing attacks by malicious nodes in the network.

If"" D '" __1.__:-- -- --- --- - --" --
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certificate approach. Compared to public-key authentication, TEStA certificates offer significant savings in
power expenditure and the time required to generate authentication parameters for the messages, and to verifv
the authenticity of messages. As shown in,6 it requires 46 milliseconds to perform a SHA-ls MAC computatio~
on a. 4~bit message using a. Pentium-4 2GHz machine, while 2048-bit RSA signing requires 2.26 seconds using
the same platform. Therefore the savings is of the order of 49 times when using TEStA certi.6cates as opposed
to RSA public-key authentication.

- . M ... . 0.. -
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messages from the source to the receiver are authenticated using MACa computed on the messages. Compared
to authentication using digital signatures, this represents a substantial savings in computation power and delay.
Each message size from the source to the receiver is also smaller in our algorithm compared to using digital
signatures. For example, using SHA-l, the authentication MAC for packet pis 160 bits, while using 1024-bit
RSA key, the signature would be 1024 bits. Therefore, for each message, the authentication field is 6.4 times
smaller using TEStA certificates, representing a substantial savings in network bandwidth over a large number
of messages. .

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have addressed the problem of end-to-end user authentication for a space mission network. We
have made the case as to why user authentication aDd message integrity are necessary, and why it is important
to design algorithms that are efficient in terms of expenditure of node resources. We have propoeed a protocol
for user authentication and message integrity in a lunar mission network, for the case where the source and the
destination are widely distributed in the terrestrial network and lunar surface network, and analyzed its security
ft~'" ~-~---~--- r-------_.

The protocol described here is a preliminary step in the process of analyzing and implementing security
algorithms for space mission networks. Much remains to done in this regard, and we believe the protocol can
be improved in various ways. We are currently working on a software simulation of the protocol and on fine-
tuning its parameters to obtain optimal performance. We are a.1so investigating alternative efficient strategies for.
authentication algorithms. and looking at the issue of user authentication in group communication in the space
network. We believe that this paper will serve as an useful contribution as further research is done for security
&1gontbms m space netWOrkS.
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